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OTHERS

In dielectric cavities with rotational symmetry, whispering gallery modes (WGMs) can
be formed through the total internal reflection of light. The ultrahigh Q-factor of WGMs
makes them particularly useful in cutting-edge photonic devices, but their isotropic
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Designing whispering
gallery modes via
transformation optics

emissions due to rotational symmetry is a serious drawback for applications that require
directional light sources. In this study, we showed that the optical mode properties of
dielectric cavities, such as the quality factor and emission directionality, can be tailored
at will using transformation optics. The Q-spoiling problem that inevitably arises along
with emission directionality is resolved by restoring WGMs in two-dimensional (2D), deformed, inhomogeneous dielectric cavities. The restored WGMs retain their
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ultrahigh Q-factors, even in considerably deformed cavities, and also exhibit emission
directionality. It is even possible to achieve unidirectional WGMs by choosing an
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appropriate boundary shape along with the associated refractive index profile.
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The current GPS-RTK sensor used to make structural displacement measurements
has a low vertical accuracy (5 to 7cm) and is rather expensive. Recognizing this, we
developed a cost-effective, high-accuracy displacement measurement system by
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integrating a high sampling rate accelerometer and low sampling rate GPS sensor into
a single unit. Using a two-stage Kalman filter, the new displacement measurement
system can measure displacement to 6 DOF, as well as velocity, acceleration, and
angular displacement with an accuracy of 2mm and sampling rate of 100Hz. Based
on our research, 3 papers have been published in SCI journals and 1 in a domestic
journal, and 2 patents (1 pending and 1 in preparation) and 3 technology transfers
(USD 0.2 million completed, with USD 0.1 million in progress) have been achieved.

The effectiveness of this newly developed sensing system has been verified through
field tests at Yeongjong Grand Bridge, Yi Sun-Sin Bridge, and Xihoumen Bridge in
China, and we are in the process of commercializing the sensing system and developing
overseas markets by conducting additional field tests in the U.S. and China. This newly
developed sensor is expected to improve the precision and reliability of the current
structural health monitoring systems.
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